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Answers to Infinite Campus Questions/Concerns
Asked at ASCUS Meeting (12/11/15)

Concerns
1. Worried about ELL and SPED not working (IEEPro).
Response: LEAs will need to verify the reports to see if their data is there. ADE has not heard of any
problems with this.
2. Worried about the timeline not giving them enough time (two months to clean up data may not be
enough and nobody in production).
Response: LEAs with Infinite Campus will begin transitioning sometime in March. February is a break for
implementation.
3. Concerned that SAIS and AzEDS won’t match.
Response: LEAs should just be concerned that their data in SAIS is accurate. Integrity rules are no longer
hardcoded into code, so we didn’t know what went wrong. If AzEDS and SAIS are not matching, then they
should check the TRANS11 report and fix their errors.
4. STC issues (TIDE, exporting errors to text files, integrity not being kicked off, no JTED being live yet and STC
data).
Response: STC is the same as last year, so LEAs should still submit through SRM. Data is still validated
through there. TIDE still pulls the data from STC. It is not different this year.
5. SAIS online (wanting to go back to change and remove) and not finding reports.
Response: Please call Infinite Campus for support with this.
6. Worried about submitting multi-year data and fixes slated for February.
Response: They still have to go through the 915 process. There is a whole section for that on School Finance.
7. The 71-1 report can’t be found in SAIS Online (should be looking on SDDI.)
Response: Ask tier 1 support

Questions
8. Who will contact us from ADE to start transition?
The ADE implementation team will contact you.
9. How is the responsible party’s name utilized in the Trans 11 report?
It is a required element for a SAIS submission.
10. Can we hear feedback from LEAs who have converted successfully?
The ASCUS meeting would be an ideal location to exchange experiences with your colleagues.
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11. Is there a specific way to provide current-year data?
What LEAs are submitting is current-year data.
12. Will our system be able to handle this transition? Do we need a network test?
That is a question that must be answered by Infinite Campus and the IT staff at the LEA.
13. Will AzEDS implementation interfere with our AZMerit testing?
No, they are two different things. AzEDS is not interfering with that.
14. Are we on the same timeline despite our pilots not going live?
Yes. ADE’s timeline is the same. As far as Infinite Campus is concerned, please contact them.
15. Are there any gaps in SAIS to AzEDS (different timing in collection)?
Yes. AzEDS is much faster. Therefore, sometimes SAIS gets bogged down. But that’s why ADE wants LEAs to
get on AzEDS as soon as possible.
16. Can the turnaround time on fixes between the vendor and LEAs improve?
ADE asks that you please contact your vendor.
17. Who will take ownership in lack of expected progress?
It’s a breach of contract if a vendor does not (if your vendor contract requires SIS to meet State
requirements) meet the state requirements. If everyone is not on AzEDS by June 30, 2016, then ADE is
responsible.
18. Will someone joining team with Ed-Fi experience?
ADE already has a data architect who can follow Ed-Fi code. That is all that is necessary and he has been a
vital member of team since the inception of the project.
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